ABSTRACT In this paper, a saliency detection algorithm with features from compressed high-efficiency video coding (HEVC) is proposed. The proposed algorithm consists of three parts: static saliency detection, dynamic saliency detection, and competitive fusion. Static features are generated by downsampling and discrete cosine transform, and dynamic features are extracted from compressed HEVC, specifically motion vector. A Gaussian kernel is used to extract the data structure in static feature maps. For dynamic feature map, a coding unit depth and bits combined mask is designed to filter out the dynamic background. Finally, competitive fusion is designed to adaptively fuse the static and dynamic saliency maps. Experimental results show that the proposed method is superior to classic methods by up to 0.1223 area under curve gaining and 0.8362 Kullback-Leibler divergence decreasing on average. The average detection speed is 2.3 s per frame.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual saliency model aims to detect areas of concern to human eyes and filter out unimportant areas [1] . Visual saliency detection is used in various areas, such as object detection [2] , object recognition [3] , image re-targeting [4] , image quality assessment and image/frame compression [5] .
Various saliency detection models have been developed in the literature. These models are separated according to two mechanisms: bottom-up and top-down. The bottom-up refers to low level visual features and data-driven fast processing. Koch and Ullman [6] put forward a very influential biological inspiration model. Itti et al. [7] extracted low-level features of intensity and color to detect static image saliency regions. Harel et al. [8] formed activation maps on certain feature channels, and then normalized them in a way which highlighted conspicuity and admitted combination with other maps. Itti and Baldi [9] proposed a formal Bayesian definition of surprise to capture subjective aspects of sensory information and implemented a simple computational model. The top-down refers to slow processing based on task-driven and conscious control. Existing top-down models are designed to learn prior knowledge firstly, and then use prior knowledge to guide saliency detection. Hou and Zhang [10] presented a fast Fourier spectrum residual method. Marchesotti et al. [11] used Bayesian framework to calculate image saliency. Most of top-down saliency detection models need to learn large database of images, and the computation is huge.
Feature extraction plays a critical role in saliency detection. The performance of a saliency detection model mainly relies on how well the extracted features coincide with the human visual system (HVS). Traditionally, only static features are needed to detect saliency in images. But to detect saliency in videos, not only static features but also dynamic features should be extracted. The necessity of dynamic features in videos comes from that the interesting areas in the scene changes along with the movement of foreground [12] , [13] . All the above saliency detection models extract features from uncompressed images or videos. However, almost all images and videos are stored in coding standard compatible format, such as JPEG, H.264, MPEG4 and HEVC. To extract features from such compressed images or videos, it is necessary to decompress them firstly, which burdens the saliency detection system a lot as both decompression and saliency detection are time consuming. Several studies tried to extract features from compressed images [14] and videos [15] . For the latest video coding standard, very few saliency models are designed. Xu et al. [16] established eye tracking data sets and detected video saliency with HEVC features. However, many top-level features were used in their algorithm, which introduced huge computing complexity and caused unsuitability for real-time system.
In this paper, a saliency detection algorithm for compressed HEVC videos is proposed. Our method includes static saliency detection, dynamic saliency detection and competitive fusion. Firstly, the static features which include chroma, luminance and texture channels are extracted by down-sampling of color components and the DCT coefficients of Y component. Then, static features are filtered by Gaussian filter to detect static saliency map. Next, the dynamic feature is extracted using motion vector (MV). The dynamic feature is then filtered with a mask to filter out the dynamic background and the dynamic saliency map is detected. Finally, competitive fusion method is proposed to fuse the static saliency map and dynamic saliency map into one map.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the proposed saliency detection algorithm. Experimental results are presented and discussed in Section III. Section IV concludes the works in this paper.
II. THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this section, the proposed saliency detection algorithm with features from compressed HEVC is introduced. The framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . Static saliency detection and dynamic saliency detection performed separately, and the detected static saliency map and dynamic saliency map are finally fused into one map by adaptive fusion. 
A. STATIC SALIENCY DETECTION
In HEVC, the format of input video sequence is YCbCr which contains three color channels Y, Cb and Cr. For each color channel, a feature map is extracted. In addition, a texture feature map is also extracted. The final static saliency map is obtained by filtering and fusing these four static feature maps.
1) EXTRACT STATIC FEATURES
The static features include one luminance feature map, two chroma feature maps and one texture feature map. The luminance feature map and chroma feature maps are extracted by down-sampling each color channel directly. Firstly, divide the frame into 8 
where Y (i,j) is the Y color component of (i, j)-th 8 × 8 block in the frame, and mean is averaging operation which outputs a real-value. Finally, three color feature maps, i.e., FL, FCb and FCr, are extracted.
Texture feature is extracted from low frequency Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT) coefficients. Studies have shown that alternating current (AC) DCT coefficients can well represent texture information for image blocks [17] . In fact, most of the energy is concentrating in the left upper corner of the DCT coefficients matrix, and high frequency coefficients contain little texture information compared with low frequency coefficients. What's more, HVS is not sensitive to the high-frequency image [15] . Therefore, only 5 low frequency AC coefficients are used in the proposed algorithm to reduce complexity, as shown in Fig. 2 . In addition, as Y color channel contains more texture information and HVS is more sensitive to Y color channel, texture feature is extracted only from Y color channel in the proposed algorithm, as the following, where B (i,j) is the DCT coefficients matrix of the Y component of the (i, j)-th 8 × 8 block. Different from the above three color features which are real-values, texture feature is the real-valued vector. All texture feature vectors in a frame constitute the texture feature map, i.e., FT.
2) GAUSSIAN FILTERING
In bottom-up driven saliency detection, salient objects are detected from the data without any background, i.e., stimulusdriven. In this sense, signals stand out its surrounds are more VOLUME 6, 2018 likely to attract more attention, i.e., the similarity of one point to its surrounds can be regarded as the likelihood of saliency. Therefore, static saliency in this paper for each feature map is detected by comparing the similarity of one feature to its surrounds. Just like in many other works, we use Gaussian kernel here to extract data structure. Specifically, each point in the static feature maps is considered as the center point and influenced by its surrounding points. The influence of each surrounding point to the center point is evaluated by Gaussian kernel, as the following,
where σ is constant and set as 40; (x c , y c ) is the coordinate of center point; (x s , y s ) is the coordinate of surrounding point. The influence of all surrounding points represent the static saliency value of center point. The static saliency for each center point is calculated by (4),
where F ∈ {FL, FCb, FCr, FT} is the static feature map; w and h are the width and height of the static feature map. Then, final static saliency map can be obtained by linear weighting four static saliency maps, as following,
The moving parts of videos are mainly concerns for HVS, therefore the moving information of objects in the frame is extracted as the dynamic feature. We use such dynamic feature to detect dynamic saliency. In addition, a mask based on coding information is designed to filter out dynamic background in dynamic feature map.
1) EXTRACT DYNAMIC FEATURE
When people look at the video, most attention are paid to the part of the movement [15] . In video coding, inter prediction is used to predict the current frame using the coded frame. The displacement frame reference block to current block is called MV. For video with static background, the background contains only few codirectional MVs, while the moving objects contain various unidirectional MVs. An example is shown in Fig. 3 where Fig. 3 (a) shows the human fixations extracted by eye tracker and Fig. 3 (a) shows the distribution of MVs. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that audiences tend to pay more attention to areas with complex movement. Therefore, it is efficient to distinguish the salient moving objects and non-salient background by the relative value of MV. In this paper, MV is used as the dynamic feature. After coding, each block of 4 × 4 corresponds to a MV, all points in one 4 × 4 block share the same MV. Therefore, MVs are extracted per 4 × 4 block, and the length of every MV constitutes the dynamic feature map, as following,
where (i, j) is the coordinate of 4 × 4 block, and − − → V (i,j) is the MV of the (i, j)-th 4 × 4 block.
2) FILTER OUT DYNAMIC BACKGROUND
In general, audiences mainly concern foreground in the movie, e.g., figures, cars, animals, and such foreground usually moves with relatively still background. But for dynamic background scenarios, the movement of background is comparable to foreground, which may result in pseudo salient areas. Take the 56th frame of BasketballPass for example, as shown in Fig. 4 (a) , there exists a large amount of MVs in background 1 and background 2. These MVs in dynamic background may introduce pseudo salient areas. To get a more accurate dynamic saliency map, dynamic background must be filtered out. In this paper, the CU depth and coding bits are used to filter out pseudo salient areas introduced by dynamic background. HEVC takes quad-tree as basic coding structure, the root of which is called coding tree unit (CTU). A CTU can be recursively split into multi depth CUs, as shown in Fig. 5 (a) . The quad-tree representation of the CTU in Fig. 5 (a) is shown in Fig. 5 (b) . HEVC defines the smallest CU as 8 × 8, which means the 64 × 64 CTU has 3 depth layers at most. As shown in Fig. 5 , depth 0 corresponds to the root of quadtree, i.e., CTU, depth 1 corresponds to 32 × 32 CU, depth 2 corresponds to 16 × 16 CU, and depth 3 corresponds to 8 × 8 CU, i.e., the smallest CU. The structure of CTU is tightly related with the video content. In general, areas of rich movement tend to be encoded by small CUs to improve the accuracy of motion estimation. In contrast, smooth background tends to be encoded by large CU to improve the coding efficiency. For dynamic background, the movement in it is almost directional and simple, while the movement in foreground is unidirectional and complexity. Therefore, dynamic background also tends to be coded by large CUs. An example is shown in Fig. 6 , where the circled parts are background. Although the MVs in background are comparable to those in foreground, the CU size in background is obviously larger than that in foreground. As there is a one-toone corresponding relation between CU size and CU depth, we use CU depth to filter out the dynamic background in dynamic feature map.
Besides CU depth, coding bit is another feature to distinguish foreground and background. In recent years, some researches try to model saliency as the conditional entropy [18] , [19] . From an uncertainty or informativeness point of view, the conditional entropy measures the remaining uncertainty of the center once its surrounds are known, or the amount of information of the center given the knowledge of its surrounds. This model can be easily explained by video coding language. In HEVC, Inter frames are estimated from several previously reconstructed frames, and only the difference between the original frame and the estimated frame is coded. Areas with complex movement are hard to be accurately estimated and will consume more bits to be encoded. In contrast, background, even dynamic background contains only few movement or just simple unidirectional movement. Such background is very similar to that in the previous frames, and few bits are required to encode it. Therefore, coding bits, i.e., the conditional entropy, can represent the relative saliency. The heat map of bits distribution is shown in Fig. 7 , where the circled part 1 and part 2 are background and part 3 is foreground. As the background parts contain relatively little information, the consumed bits are relatively few, while the foreground consumes more bits. In the proposed algorithm, we use coding bits to filter out background in dynamic feature map. Combined CU depth with coding bits, a binary mask is designed to filter the dynamic background, as VOLUME 6, 2018 the following,
where d (i,j) is the CU depth of the (i, j)-th pixel; b (i,j) are the consumed bits; N is the total pixel number in the frame; p 0 is a parameter indicating filtering strength. With the binary mask, the dynamic saliency map can be detected as the following,
where • is Hadamard product; Norm is the normalization operation.
C. COMPETITIVE FUSION ALGORITHM
The static saliency and dynamic saliency map are combined by fusion algorithm. In this paper, an adaptive fusion algorithm based on competition is presented as the following,
where S SD = S S • S D is the mixed map; a 1 , a 2 and a 3 are the parameters to control the weight of static, dynamic and mixed map, respectively. The parameters a 1 , a 2 indicate the weight of static saliency map, dynamic saliency map and fused saliency map. As static saliency map is detected only by physical stimulation, the distribution of salient pixels in static salient map is dispersive and some background information can not be successfully filtered, as shown in Fig. 10 . In contrast, dynamic saliency map is detected by moving objects and the distribution of salient pixels in dynamic saliency map is more concentrated, as shown in Fig. 11 , which is similar as that of human fixations, as shown in Fig. 3 . Therefore, dynamic saliency map plays a more important role to construct the final saliency map. In this paper, we use the standard deviation of single saliency map to highlight the importance of dynamic saliency map, as following,
where σ is the standard deviation of corresponding saliency map, p 1 and p 2 are constants.
III. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

A. SETTING ON ENCODING
We implement the proposed algorithm into HEVC test model HM-16.0 [20] . Fifteen sequences including CIF (352 × 288), 240P (416 × 240), 480P (832 × 480), 720P (1280 × 720) and 1080P (1920 × 1080) (each with 300 frames) are chosen to evaluate the performance of proposed saliency model. These sequences are from the databases SFU [21] and Xu et al. [16] . The performance of the proposed algorithm is tested under lowdelay_main encoder configurations [22] . Quantization parameter (QP) is set as 22 if not explicitly presented in the following. Other encoding parameters are set by default.
B. EVALUATION METRICS
In the experiment, KullbackLeibler divergence (KL), Receiver operating characteristic curve (ROC) and Area under the curve (AUC) values [23] are used to evaluate saliency detection accuracy. ROC measures the tradeoff between true and false positives at various discrimination thresholds [24] , [25] . The area under ROC is called AUC which is the most widely used metric for evaluating saliency detection accuracy. Many methods to calculate AUC have been proposed, in the experiment we use the method proposed by Judd et al. [23] . For a given threshold, true positive rate (TP rate) is the ratio of true positives to the total number of fixations, where true positives are saliency map values above threshold at fixated pixels. False positive rate (FP rate) is the ratio of false positives to the total number of saliency map pixels at a given threshold, where false positives are saliency map values above threshold at unfixated pixels [23] . AUC is obtained by plotting the TP rate and the FP rate at various thresholds of saliency map. The larger AUC is, the more accurate the saliency detection model is.
KL is a distribution based metric and can be used to evaluate the loss of information between saliency and fixation maps. As mentioned in [23] , the loss information can be evaluated when distribution p (the saliency map) is used to approximate distribution QD (the ground truth fixation map). KL can be calculated by the following,
where ε is a regularization constant. The smaller KL indicates the better approximation of the ground truth.
C. PARAMETERS DETERMINATION
Firstly, we explore the impact of p 0 in (8) on the overall performance. Saliency maps with different p 0 are detected and shown in Fig. 8 where the circled parts in Fig. 8 (a) are fixation areas. In the experiment, p 1 is set as 1, and p 2 is set as 2. Comparing Fig. 8 (b) , (c) and (d), it can be found that filtering strength of dynamic ground is in direct proportion to p 0 . When p 0 = 1, the dynamic background is not fully filtered; when p 0 = 3, the dynamic background is overfiltered, i.e., some details are missing. Therefore, p 0 = 2 is more reasonable.
To further explore the impact of p 0 on the overall performance, AUC and KL are tested with different p 0 , as shown in Table 1 . In the experiment, p 1 is set as 1, and p 2 is set as 2. From Table 1 , AUC gaining is up to 0.1 and KL decreasing is up to 0.2351 on average when p 0 = 2. Therefore, we set p 0 = 2 in the following experiment.
Then, we explore the impact of p 1 and p 2 in (11) on the overall performance. The result of KristenAndSara is shown in Fig. 9 , where Fig. 9 (a) is tested with variable p 1 and constant p 2 , and Fig. 9 (b) is tested with constant p 1 and variable p 2 . From Fig. 9 (a) , the best performance is achieved at point p 1 = 1; from Fig. 9 (b) , the best performance is achieved at point p 2 = 2. Therefore, we set p 1 = 1 and p 2 = 2 in the following experiment.
D. PERFORMANCE OF STATIC SALIENCY DETECTION
To evaluate the performance of the proposed static saliency detection algorithm, saliency maps detected from single static feature map by (4) are detected. Fig. 10 shows the detected single channel static saliency maps and the fused static saliency map by (5). From Fig. 10 , four static feature maps play different role in the fused static saliency map. Y-channel out-stands high brightness contrast areas which have the potential to attract more attention, as humans' eyes are sensitive to luminance change. Similarly, Cb-channel and Cr-channel features out-stand high chroma contrast areas. T-channel out-stands the outline of objects in pictures. In general, static features in the proposed algorithm are all low-level features which are inspired by human vision characters. The AUC performance of each single channel is shown in Table 2 . From Table 2 , T-channel outperforms the other three channels in sense of AUC; performance of Cb-channel is similar as that of Cr-channel; performance of Y-channel is a little worse than that of the other three channels. Even so, the ratio between the average AUC of any two channels is approximately to 1. Therefore, the same weights are assigned when they are fused into one static saliency map, as shown in (5). 
E. PERFORMANCE OF DYNAMIC SALIENCY DETECTION
In the proposed dynamic saliency detection algorithm, a mask is designed to filter out the dynamic background, as shown in equation (7). Here, we test the performance of the designed mask to show whether it can improve the performance of dynamic saliency detection. In the experiment, dynamic saliency map without filtering, dynamic saliency map filtered by CU depth only, dynamic saliency map filtered by bits only and dynamic saliency map filtered by the designed combined mask are detected, respectively. The result of FourPeople is shown in Fig. 11 . FourPeople is a sequence without dynamic background. Therefore, the filtered maps by CU depth only, bits only and the combined mask are similar to that without filtering, as shown in Fig. 11 . But for sequence BasketballPass, there is a lot of dynamic background in the frame, which introduced pseudo salient areas, as shown in Fig. 12 (a) . The CU depth only and bits only masks cannot fully filter out dynamic background, as shown in Fig. 12 (b)-(c) . In contrast, the combined mask can filter out almost all dynamic background, as shown in Fig. 12 (d) .
The AUC and KL performances of CU depth only, bits only and combined mask are tested and shown in Table 3 . From Table 3 , the AUC gaining by the combined mask is up to 0.1036 compared with CU depth only and bits only masks, and the KL decreasing is up to 0.2622. Therefore, the designed combined mask is effective in filtering dynamic background. 
F. OVERALL PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, saliency maps detected by the proposed algorithm, SUN [27] , Bayes [9] , Seo [28] , Hou [29] and Itti [7] are presented in Fig. 13 (b) -(g) respective. As a comparison, the human fixations are also presented, as shown in Fig. 13 (a) . Comparing these saliency maps with the human fixation data in Fig. 13 , almost all the human fixation areas can be effectively marked by each of these six saliency detection algorithms. However, there also exist many pseudo salient areas in maps detected by SUN [27] , Seo [28] , Hou [29] and Itti [7] . Comparing saliency maps by the proposed algorithm and Bayes [9] , salient areas detected by the proposed algorithm are more accurate, as shown in Fig. 13 (a), (b) and (d) . Therefore, the proposed saliency detection algorithm is visually better than the other five classic algorithms.
Then, the ROC curves are plotted to further evaluate the performance, as shown in Fig. 14. From Fig. 14 , the proposed algorithm generally has higher true positive rates than others at the same false positive rates, which indicates relatively better performance than the other five classic algorithms. Table 4 and Table 5 show the detail AUC and KL performance of six algorithms. From Table 4 , the proposed algorithm achieves better AUC performance than the other five algorithms for more than half the sequences. The AUC gaining by the proposed algorithm is up to 0.1223 on average compared with the other five algorithms. From Table 5 , the proposed algorithm achieves better KL performance than the other five algorithms for more than half the sequences. The KL decreasing by the proposed algorithm is up to 0.8362 on average compared with the other five algorithms. Therefore, the proposed saliency detection algorithm VOLUME 6, 2018 is superior to the other five classic algorithms in sense of AUC and KL. Next, computation complexity of these six algorithms are tested. Computation complexity here is evaluated by saliency detection time per frame, as shown in Table 6 . Saliency detection by Itti [7] can run at an amazing speed which is only 0.12s per frame. The complexity of SUN [27] , Hou [29] and the proposed algorithm have the similar complexity which are 1.6s, 1,8s and 1.9s per frame respectively.
All the above results of the proposed algorithm are tested with QP = 22. However, MV, CU depth and bits used in the proposed algorithm are associated with QP. To explore how QP can impact the performance, AUC and KL with four QPs are tested, as shown in Table 7 and Table 8 . According to Table 7 , the AUC difference with four QPs is very small. The maximum AUC difference among all sequences is less than 0.03 and the maximum average difference is only 0.0063. Similarly, the maximum KL difference among all sequences is less than 0.1, and the maximum average difference is only 0.0116. Therefore, QP has a small effect on the performance of the proposed algorithm, although the quality of compressed video is mainly related with QP. It is due to the difference between salient areas and non-salient areas which is independent of QP. As described in Section II, salient areas are usually more textured and contains more complex movement, therefore, salient areas tend to consume more bits and have larger MVs and more complex CU structure compared with non-salient areas regardless of the value of QP. As bits, MV and CU structure play the main role in the proposed algorithm, the proposed algorithm performs well with various QPs.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a saliency detection algorithm for HEVC compressed videos. The proposed algorithm extracts features from compressed videos so that it is not necessary to decode the video. The proposed algorithm is composed of static saliency detection and dynamic saliency detection. Static features include three color-channel feature maps and one texture feature map. Gaussian kernel is used to extract data structure in static saliency map. Dynamic feature is composed of motion vector. A CU depth and bits combined mask is designed to filter dynamic background. Finally, experiments show the advancement of the proposed algorithm.
